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Abstract: The world has witnessed the rise of less developed economies in catching up with or, sometimes, overtaking industrialised countries. This has shown in narrowing the gap in growth and development indicators such as productivity, national income, market share and technological capability. They can be countries that were defeated in wars like Germany, Japan, or even the United States during 1950s, or it can be countries that historically and politically less developed in terms of industrialisation like South Korea (hereinafter Korea), Singapore, Taiwan, etc. or lately China, India, Brazil. After the first and the second wave of the successful catch-up, questions have been posed on who among the lagging behind can possibly move to more advanced position in the technological development ladder.
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1. Introduction

The world has witnessed the phenomenon of less developed economies catching up with or, sometimes, overtaking industrialized countries. Since 19th century, the first wave of catching up happened when Germany and the United States, and later Japan caught up with the forerunners. The second wave took place after World War II, when Newly Industrialized Economies (NIEs) – Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea (hereinafter Korea), and Taiwan - caught up with Japan and other Western economies [1-6]. The third catch-up wave started since 1980s, when some BRICs countries – China, Brazil, India – caught up with Korea or Japan [7-13] (figure 1).

Catching up takes place at different levels. At the country level, latecomer countries may catch up in some sectors and not in others [14]. Lee & Lim (2001) affirmed the same by investigating the diversity of Korean industries in catching up, and concluded that while some industries have achieved a remarkable catching up, others may face serious difficulties in doing...
so [4]. The successful industries are different from country to country. They are semiconductor, electronic industries in Korea, telecommunication manufacturing industry in China, pharmaceutical and software industries in India, agro-food industry in Brazil. Therefore, in addition to studies that investigate the catch-up phenomenon of above mentioned countries, which means the national level of catch-up, there are substreams in the literature focusing at the regional level [2, 3, 15-17], sectoral level [14, 18], or industrial level [19-20]. In catch-up, there are latecomers that shorted the gaps with forerunners in aspects including productivity, national income, market share, capability, etc., of which technological catch-up appears to be an emerging topic aligned with the rise of technological leaps.

Southeast Asia, as a region, including countries such as Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Vietnam, is considered representing the next wave of catch-up, following BRICS countries – Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa. The location gives those ASEAN countries advantages. Hobday (1995) suggested that Vietnam, together with other ASEAN neighbors like Malaysia or Indonesia, can form a low-end manufacturing and lower production cost region, turning the region into the next catching-up latecomer. Since then, there can be seen potential results in terms of technological catch-up, and some countries indeed had been succeeded in certain industries and firms, for example automobile component industry in Thailand, and electronics in Malaysia [21]. Those that strike the weaving into story of the technological catch-up waves.

- Wave 1 – Since 19th century
  Germany and the USA – with the UK, Japan with Western economies
- Wave 2 - After World War II
  NIEs – Hongkong, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan - with Japan and other Western economies
- Wave 3 – Since 1980s
  BRICs – China, Brazil, India – with NIEs and other forerunners
- Now - Who will be in the next wave?

Figure 1. Timeline of Catch-up waves worldwide in comparison with Asian waves (Source: author compilation).

2. Asian Technological Catch-up

2.1. First Asian Wave – Asian Tigers

The catch-up phenomenon can be traced back far in the history when the USA and some European countries with the UK leading position – gained as a consequence of the First Industrial Revolution during the 19th century. Later on, Japan performed a rapid catch-up with Westerners in terms of productivity [22]. Much of the third quarter of the 20th century witnessed drastic growth of few developing countries through the technological catch-up process [1]. The significant growth of the Asian tigers or “the East Asian miracle” featuring Korea, Singapore, Taiwan and Hongkong who had made it possible through the technology-based capability building process, sharing common as well as diverse characteristics.

At country level, researchers assured the vital position of tehnological capability in technological catch-up. Apart from that common finding, decisive factors to technological catch-
up processes were proved to be country-wise, especially in different contexts of developed and developing countries, which led to the latters trying to create alike macro environment conditions to the forermers. For example, according to World Bank put the focal on building stable macro environment following export-oriented growth model. Besides, disparities were identified such as social and political factors. According to Kim, Korea focused in building process capability in the initial stage, imitating to master sophisticated products, promote the development chaebols, and create crises [1]. Singapore used government facilitation to multinational corporations (MNCs) as the engine to the economy. Taiwan in the mean time, build an small medium enterprises (SMEs)-based-economy, using bottom up approach [21].

As these countries reached the final stage in the catch-up process, they are able to compete with technology frontier at the global market, moving from follower to leader in some industries or sectors. This stage has been termed “transition to leadership” of Asian NIEs catch-up [15-16, 23-24], where innovative capability accumulation has posed a great challenge. Even in this trend, countries showed different characteristics and path. The difference in NIEs’ catch-up lead to the idea that maybe different paths for different countries is necessary and that catch-up is basically country and industry-driven phenomenon. The first catch-up tier’s experience has suggested that rather than copying from the lessons, latercomers should learn from analysing the disparities, because it was these disparities that explain the differences in catch-up speed and success and failure of countries.

2.2. Second Asian Wave – China and India

After the NIEs successful catch-up, other emerging followers tended to continue challenging forerunners or leaders in respected industries or sectors, of which dramatic growths were spotted in BRICs countries, particularly, leaders of this group – China and India. As widely accepted claim by Goldman Sach “Dreaming with BRICs”, by 2040, China will be the largest economy and India will be the third largest, surpassing even Japan, Germany, France and the UK. A large part of this succeed is coming from the rapid technological catch-up of China and India.

Although the US, the EU and Japan are still the leaders in most technology intensive industries currently given their technological capability stock, Asian economies are just behind the established incumbents in these areas. Not only followers from the first tier, the second Asian tier leading by China and India have rapidly enhanced their own technological capabilities, catching up with or even leapfrogging over these established incumbents from advanced countries in certain fields and industries.

In the case of China, the record of economic growth has no precedent in history, while its technological progression is at an alarming rate to even the world’s leader, with many technological capability indicators are just behind, sometimes even surpass the US. What contributed to the striking technological catch-up of China to name a few infused growth models of Japan, Korea, Taiwan, the bargaining power to gain technology and spillover effects from MNCs which was called “trade market to technology, and the role of government [25]. Multiple approaches to achieved technological catch-up have been documented. For instance, collaborating to take advantage from spillover effect [26], developing indigenous capabilities [27], merger and acquisition with foreign firm with technology, patent citation as a guard to innovation capability [6, 19, 28-30]. Successful stories among all catch-up industries can be semiconductor; mobiphones and automobiles, of which telecom equipment seems to be the fastest and strongest catch-up industry of China, with the phenomenal success of Huawei. Most recently, Huawei of China emerged as a leader in the telecommunications equipment industry, surpassing Ericsson and Cisco Systems in sales.

Similar to Asian forerunners, after narrowed the gap substantially in technological
capabilities, in some sectors, such as the telecommunication manufacturing industry, China, in fact, has been moving to compete at the global technological frontier. Chinese firms in these sectors are experiencing an industrial upgrading - the transition from being technological followers to being technological leaders. Research on this aspect in China has diverted toward two different ends: one stream agreed that multinational firms from China have successfully challenged the dominance of industry incumbents from the developed world in both market share and technological output [e.g., 6, 9, 27]. On the other hand, others have criticised the lacking of original innovation of Chinese firms, showing somehow lacking innovation capabilities, that Chinese still catch-up based on acquiring technologies from industry incumbents [e.g., 31-32].

In India, the most outstanding catch-up industry has to be software service. Software services industry in India is the largest in the developing world and that the leading Indian software firms have been successfully competing against established Western software service firms for over a decade [9]. Not only software, India is also caught up in other sectors and industries, turning Delhi, Mumbai, or Bangalore into manufacturing hubs of the world. Similar to China, different perspectives of India catch-up were well covered by research. Also, many cross countries studies have been conducted to compare the two catch-up cases, from macro to micro levels [7, 8].

There is by now several stories told on the catch-up of the first and second waves of Asian catch-up in various setting. The attention has shifted to the third tier, which included Southeast Asia countries trying to perform some catching up.

2.3. Expected third Asian wave – Southeast Asia

Southeast Asia countries had been said to follow industrialisation and export-led models of forerunners, using manufacturing as an engine of growth and development, rapidly shift from agriculture economy to manufacturing based and export driven economy [33-34]. Due to the relocation of low-cost assembly from the home countries to lower wage locations, previously to China, and now gradually from China to ASEAN countries (Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam), these countries have experienced rapid growth. It is consistent with OECD and World Bank statement that manufacturing activities in Southeast Asia region are essentially concentrated within 6 key countries: the ASEAN 5 (Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand) plus rapidly rising Vietnam (2015). Over different waves of catch-up, partly as a result of the upgrading of manufacturing skills and capabilities, a significant proportion of world manufacturing and trade shifted from the USA and Europe to the East and South East Asian region [2]. Additionally, due to sharing similar regional location traits and economic regime and trade structure with the NIEs, Southeast Asia region has a strong basis to consider forming the next catch-up wave. However, as learnt from NIEs catch-up experiences, it is almost impossible for any follower to wholly adopt the catch-up models of NIEs without considerable adaptation.

Following Asian NIEs and China and India, ASEAN 4 – Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Indonesia have been performing catch-up. Among the ASEAN 4, Malaysia is a strong catch-up case. In comparison to other ASEAN countries, Malaysia is one of the highest performers not only in GDP term, but also in potential technology creation. Malaysia has successfully accumulated technological capabilities using credit and trade policies to attract FDI, facilitate resource allocation, together with the national technological development plans that has been enacted since 1960s. The country has been moving toward being able to produce original knowledge, building indigenous capability, with the famous case of electronics [32-36], followed immediately by resource-based industries such as palm oil and natural gas. Where in the former, semiconductors firm started participating in specialised category with higher level
knowledge intensity. However, the number of such firm was still very low. It demonstrates the capability to compete behind the world’s frontier of the industry and of Malaysia in general.

Thailand attempted to build its economy on developing and producing higher value-added products since the 1990s, with manufacturing stayed a major sector. In terms of technological progress, it seems that Thai firms have achieved higher productivity without expanding technological capability, where they concentrates in accumulating product and process capabilities through acquisition and assimilation. Overall, ranking of Thailand in the region has remained in the upper part both in economic and technological progression aspects. However, Thai firms demonstrates a great dependence on TNCs where the most sophisticated parts or activities such as design and R&D are sourced in the home country because of innovation capability reason while almost all stage of manufacture activities can be conducted in Thailand [37-39].

Malaysia and Thailand shared similarities in the catch-up pattern with Singapore, due to the large extent that they all relied on FDI and MNCs for growing, and both are now facing the same problem of being stuck at the current level of technological capabilities due to limited development of indigenous capacity [21].

In the middle-income group, Indonesia was once perceived to be a second-tier Asian tiger however, be affected by the financial crisis and just recently made the way back. The pulp and paper industry was one of the most dynamic industries as Indonesia emerged as one of the world’s major producers and exporters of paper products. With the aim of being leading pulp and paper exporter, this learning by exporting approach has helped Indonesia move closer to the frontier. However, indigenous capability shows no sign of expanding as the industry remains highly dependent on imported technologies [41-43].

The case of the Philippines however didn’t show a positive technological catch-up with the downtrend in a number of science and technology development indicators, explaining why it has been lagged behind in catching up.

3. Summary

In sum, the technological catch-up stories of the first and second Asian waves has glamorised the prospects of the next emerging followers from the continent – ASEAN countries. As Malaysia and Thailand are considered two fast followers, competing just behind the frontier, Indonesia is also fast keeping up, other ASEAN members according to ADB and GII reports are improving in innovation indicators, there are evidence ground to believe in the speedy movement of Southeast Asia countries towards competing with forerunners and leaders of the world. However, there also exists a great reliance of domestic firms on foreign source of technology and knowledge, proving the impossibility in generating radical innovation, but incremental innovative activities instead. Together with the movement of capitals to South Asian and Africa, in the circumstance where low-wage production upon great population has no longer an absolute advantage in Southeast Asia region, it might be hard to comment on who would be the next Asian catch-up.
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